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Respected Reformer, 
 
Jamat-e-Ahmadiyya today claims as a non'political and non'voilent organization. They also 
claim today's Jihad in Kashmir by Pakistani religious groups as a terrorist activity. 
However according to the white paper issued by Mirza Tahir Ahmad with the titel 'Ahmadiya 
Muslim Jamat and Independence of Kashmir and Palestine', Furqan Force was established to 
fight in kashmir (to help kashmiri people for their independence). He also admitted that it was 
Jihad and Furqan force was later recognised by Pakistan Government. My question is: Was 
that fair? Ahmadiya jamat made first non'constitutional force ever in the history of Islam, 
which was later joined by other sects of Islam. Is this also the proof of non'sense of Khalifa 
saani? Similarly, Do you consider the political involvement of Jamat-e-ahmadiya also the 
false reformer-hood of Khalifa saani? Because now they say 'Religion and Politics can not be 
kept together', and at that time Jamat-e-ahmadiya was deeply involved in Pakistan movement, 
Bhutto movement and many more..... 
To summarize, I have two questions, 
 
1. Do you support establishment of Furqan Force (and their Jihad in kashmir) while Hazrat 
Masih Maud repeatedly said 'Now Islam is in no danger, so no need of Jihad-with-gun 
anymore. Was that not enough for Jamat to not initiate a Jihad because jihad was fought to 
save Islam. Helping muslims in war is not jihad. 
 
2. Do you support political involvement of Ahmadiya jamat in 1930s, while Hazrat Masih 
Maud repeatedly said 'Since English government is fair enough to not interfere in anyone's 
religion, so everybody should support them'. Was that not enough for jamat to not enter in 
politics? 
 
How you see to such kind of activities by Khalifa-saani? Do you think him a hungery for 
power and fame in international media?? 
 
With profound regards, 
 
S F M 
 
14.03.2015   19:51  uhr 
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